2004: Redeploy Illinois

2006: Criminal Law Edit, Align, and Reform Commission
Department of Juvenile Justice created

2009: Sentencing Policy Advisory Council Created,
Crime Reduction Act

2012: Criminal Code of 2012 enacts CLEAR Commission recommendations

2015: Executive Order Commission
Juvenile Redeploy Illinois

Implementation
- Oversight board
- Housed in DHS for treatment/service focus
- Two retired judges helped spread word
- Started as member initiative, now GRF

Evaluation
- Data is consistently collected
- 52% reduction in offenders sent to DJJ/DOC
- Several facilities closed
CLEAR Commission

Implementation
- Passed 12 bills related to reforms over time
- Funded by foundation grant
- Staffed by 4 full-time lawyers and 2 co-directors
- Met repeatedly over two years
- Senate Criminal Law Committee has CLEAR Compliance subcommittee

Evaluation
- No formal performance measurement
**SPAC**

**Implementation**
- Members quickly appointed
- Technical assistance from Vera
- Funding through ARRA, now GRF
- Research reports in first year
- Fiscal impact analysis of proposed bills

**Evaluation**
- Sunset clause in statute
Adult Redeploy Illinois

Implementation
- Oversight board in statute
- Locals had to analyze trends

Evaluation
- Corrective action plans
- Engagement in planning process
- Process evaluations
Risk, Assets, Needs Assessment

Implementation
- RFP for tool
- Initial training and staff

Evaluation
- Second Chance Act Grant evaluation of the implementation and IDOC programs
Here we are today...

Executive Order Commission

Implementation
- Resources needed

Evaluation
- Regular analysis of data and fiscal impact
- Evaluation of programs
- Funding allocation based on program effectiveness